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0. Introduction.  
The aim of this paper is twofold. A primary goal is to map down regularities in 
modification patterns in the Old Bulgarian (OB) nominal phrase as they occur in a 
preliminary selection of early texts. Our subsidiary goal is to try and detect potential 
NT (New Testament) Greek1 influences in the ordering patterns. In section 1. we 
discuss the basic generalizations with respect to designated positions for different 
modifier types (cf. Sproat & Shih 1991, Cinque 1994, Dimitrova-Vulchanova & 
Giusti 1998, 1999, among others). In section 2. we discuss the regularities that may be 
stated for the pre-nominal and post-nominal position and how they are employed in 
different types of phrases, e.g., definite vs. indefinite phrases. In section 3. we provide 
evidence for the status of the definite article based on our text-sample. In section 4. 
we discuss instances of Greek influence and to what extent the sample evidences 
original Old Bulgarian (OB) developments and patterns. In section 5. we present 
some problematic data with permutations in the ordering of modifiers which 
challenge accepted accounts in the syntax of nominal expressions (e.g. the N-
movement account proposed originally in Cinque 1994 and Greenberg’s Universal 
20). Finally, we offer some preliminary conclusions. The texts on which this study is 
based are The Enin Apostle (EA), Symeon Miscellany (SM), Dobromir Evangelium, 
Mark (DE, Mk), and Psalterium Sinaiticum (PS) and the New Testament in the  
original Greek version (Scrivener 1902). 
 
1. The data: basic generalizations with respect to modifier type. 
We first look at a category we here define as P(ossessive)A(djective)s in line with the 
tradition of e.g., Trubetzkoy (1937), and more recently Corbett (1987). These are 
modifiers derived from a pronominal base which agree with the head noun in features 
(gender, number and case). In the sample this category appears overwhelmingly in the 
post-nominal position  (N > PA), as witnessed in (1) below. 
(1) a. âü ¹÷åí¸¸  ñâî¸ìü    (DE, 12a, 9-10) 

        in  teaching,LOC PA-anaphoric, LOC 
      b. âü î÷¸þ  íàøåþ    (DE, 9b, 6-7) 

        in eyes,DUAL, LOC our,DUAL, LOC 
However, this category may occasionally occupy the pre-nominal position as well, as 
shown in (2). 
 
(2)  âú òâîåìú  ðàç¹ìý   (EA, 3b, 6) 

                                                      
* We would like to thank the audiences at the FASSBL 4 workshop in November 2002 in Sofia and the 
talks given at Venice University, December 2002 for fruitful discussion and critical remarks. We are 
also indebted to Melita Stavrou for help with the Greek data and her expertise in the Greek nominal 
expression. The usual disclaimers apply. 
1 NT Greek is a specific variety of Post Classical Greek as discussed in Manolessou (2000), Horrocks 
(1997) and Blass & Debrunner (1961) among others. 
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in your, LOC reason, LOC 
 

A variation in position of the type instantiated above can be attributed for instance to 
a distinction between weak vs. strong position along the lines of Cardinaletti (1998).  

Possessive adjectives occupy the position immediately following the head noun 
also when the nominal expression contains other modifiers, such as e.g. quality 
adjectives, as âåë¸êîì¹ (great) or other types of adjectives, such as í�áñüí1¸ 
(heavenly) in (3a-b) below. Thus the linear ordering pattern is N > PA > AP. 
(3) a. ¸ìåí·   òâîåì¹ âåë¸êîì¹  (EA, 32b, 1-2) 
  name,DAT your, DAT great, DAT 

b. î�öü  âàøü  í�áñüí1¸  (DE, 8a, 5-6) 
  father,N your, N  heavenly, N 

With regard to demonstratives and their position relative to the nominal head an 
important consideration is whether one is dealing with an instance of the 
demonstrative, that is the strong form, or an instance of the evolving article, that is the 
weak form. The reason for this state of affairs is simply that both items coincide in 
morphological form, while apparently differing in syntactic position and tonic 
properties (e.g., stressed vs. unstressed). We discuss this issue in 3. below arguing that 
the most reliable (and soundest) criterion for article status is syntactic position inside 
the nominal phrase, leaving potential semantic considerations aside. For the time 
being we observe that the demonstrative occurs both post-nominally, as shown in the 
examples in (4), and pre-nominally, as in (5).  
(4) a. âü   âðýì  ñå    (DE, 5a, 6) 
  in   time, ACC  this, ACC  

b. åâàíüãåë¸å  ñå    (DE, 16b, 16) 
  evangelium, N  this, N 

c. î äüí¸  òîìü    (DE, 15b, 11) 
 about  day, LOC that, LOC 

 (5) a. âü ò¥   äí¸    (DE, 14b, 8) 
  in those, ACC days, ACC 

b. âü òü  ÷ýñü    (DE, 14a, 5-6) 
  in  that, ACC hour, ACC 
When the demonstrative co-occurs with other modifiers the latter usually follow it 
creating the pattern N > Dem. > AP, as in (6) below. 
(6) ö�ðêâü  ñ¸«  ð©êîòâîðåí©«  (DE, 20b, 11-12) 
 church, ACC  this, ACC man-made, ACC 

         An interesting category among the modifiers of the OB head noun are the type 
usually labeled D(enominal)A(djective)s (cf. Corbett 1987, and Stavrou, forthcoming 
on DA/GA properties in general and for an analysis). The percentage of DAs among 
modifiers is very  high, most likely because DAs realize a variety of theta-roles, as 
demonstrated in the examples in (7) below, as well as being an inherently Common 
Slavic category based on a productive pattern, a pattern similar to non-defective 
grammatical paradigms (cf. Trubetzkoy 1937). This property of DAs may explain 
their high frequency and unproblematic use. DAs are overwhelmingly post-N in the 
sample, as indicated by the examples in (7).  
(7) a.  äîì¥  âüäîâ¸÷   (GA, social group)(DE, 12a, 17) 
   house, PL,ACC widow, DA, PL, ACC 
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 b. âü ö�ðüñòâî á�æ¸å (possesor)  (DE, 2a, 20-2b, 1) 
  in kingdom, ACC God, DA, ACC 

c. âü êí¸ãàõü ìî¸ñ¸¸íàõü (Agent)  (DE, 10b, 19-20) 
  in books, LOC Moses, DA, LOC 
 d. îòü ïëîäà  ëî´üíààãî  (Source)  (DE, 18a, 10-11) 
  from fruit, GEN vine,DA, GEN 

There also occur nominal expressions with DAs co-occurring with genitival/dative 
phrases, as demonstrated in the example in (8a), as well as expressions with two 
genitives, such as êåëåñò¸íà and ïàï¥ ð¸ìüñêààãî in (8b). The patterns that emerge are 
N > DA > Gen/D NP and  N > GenNP > GenNP. 
(8) a. íàìýñòü¬        äàìàñîâî          ïàï¥ ðüìüñêààãî (SM, 23c, 27-29) 
  seat, ACC         Damascus, DA,  ACC   Pope, GEN   Rome, DA, GEN 
 b. íàìýñò¸¬ êåëåñò¸íà ïàï¥ ð¸ìüñêààãî   (SM, 23d, 28-24a, 1) 
  seat, ACC Callysty, GEN    Pope, GEN   Rome, DA, GEN 
 

2. Generalizations with respect to type of expression and linear position of the 
modifier. 
In the text-sample there is a distinct tendency for the post-nominal position to be 
employed in definite nominal expressions for phrasal modifiers, such as adnominal 
genitival/dative NPs2, complex adjective phrases, and expanded forms of adjectives. 
Consider the data in (9)-(11). (9) provides evidence for adnominal genitival/dative 
noun phrases in post-N position, respectively ñ¸ìîíà ïðîêàæåíààãî in (9a), ãðîá¹ in 
(9b)  and ìîë¸òâý in (9c) . 
(9) a. âü äîì¹  ñ¸ìîíà  ïðîêàæåíààãî (DE, 16a, 14-15) 

        in  house,LOC Simon, GEN leprous, GEN 
b. íà äâð¸  ãðîá¹    (DE, 25a, 15) 

on door, PL, ACC grave, SG, DAT 
c.  õðàìü   ìîë¸òâý   (DE, 7a, 18) 

   temple, N prayer, DAT 
The expanded forms of adjectives3 also tend to occur primarily in post-nominal 
position, as witnessed in (10). 
(10) âü âýêü ãðýä©ùå¸ ¸       æ¸âîòü    âý÷üí¥i (DE, 5a, 8-9) 
 in  time, ACC coming, ACC and    life, ACC   eternal, ACC 
A similar tendency obtains for complex Adjective Phrases (AP), such as phrases in 
which the head adjective takes a complement. This is the case with âü´ëþáåíààãî  åì¹ 
in (11) where åì¹ (him) is the complement of âü´ëþáåíààãî (beloved). 
(11) ¸ìýàøå åä¸íîãî  ñ�íà  âü´ëþáåíààãî  åì¹  (DE, 9a, 9)  
 had, 3SG one, ACC son, ACC beloved, ACC him, DAT 

The pre-nominal position is primarily employed for modifiers in indefinite 
expressions, such as çúëýõ¥òð© (evil) in (12a) and çàâ¸ñòüí¥ÿ (jealous) in (12b) 
below. 
(12) a. âú çúëýõ¥òð© äø�¹    (SM, 4c, 15-16)
  in evil, ACC soul, ACC  
                                                      
2 In the text-sample adnominal datives are very frequent supporting the observations made in Kodov & 
Mirčev (1965: 217). 
3 In the OB tradition these forms are often referred to as complex forms. For a discussion of the origin 
and function of these forms see Duridanov et al. (1993: 206). 
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b. çàâ¸ñòüí¥ÿ  ïîì¥ñë¥   (SM, 5a, 26-27) 
  jealous PL, N  thought PL, N 

 
3. The article evolving.  
Unambiguous instances are hard to find due to the exact morphological overlap 
between the demonstrative and the evolving article. An additional difficulty arises 
because there appears to be a partial overlap in discourse function as well. Thus, both 
the demonstrative and the article can have an anaphoric function referring to an entity 
mentioned earlier in the discourse, as evidenced for the demonstrative in the examples 
in (4)-(5) above. This function is well-attested for Greek also from a diachronic 
perspective (cf. Manolessou 2000). Also both the article and the demonstrative occur 
only in definite expressions, due to their referential properties (cf. Longobardi 1994 
who defines the article as a kind of referential index). In regard of 
discourse/referential function the article and the demonstrative only diverge in the 
deictic proper function, which is apparently missing in the case of the article (cf. 
Renzi 1997: 1-11 and Giusti 2001: 158)4. The partial overlap in discourse function 
and referential features thus undermines discussions of alleged occurrences of the 
article based exclusively on these features (cf. Ivanova-Mirčeva & Haralampiev 1999: 
125-129). The latter can, at best, be taken as additional/subsidiary, but not as crucial 
evidence for article uses of the form at hand. 
 Consider the following examples. 
(13)  a. åä¸íà âüäîâ¸öà ¹áîãà     (first mention) (DE, 12b, 6-7) 
  one, N widow, N poor, N 

a’. âüäîâ¸öà ñ¸ ¹áîãàý    (2nd mention) (DE, 12b, 11-12) 
 widow, N the, N poor,exp., N 
b. ...¸ êàêîâî ´äàí¸å  (first mention)  (DE, 13a, 3-4) 

  and what, N building, N 
b’. âåë¸êàý ñ¸      ´üäàí¸ý    (2nd mention) (DE, 13a, 6) 
 big PL, ACC the PL, ACC building PL, ACC 

b’’. ταυ!ταζ  τα"ζ µεγα!λαζ οι#κοδοµα!ζ
 (NT, Mk, XIII, 2) 
 this PL  the big PL  building PL 
c. ïîã¥áýëü ñ¸ ïîìà´àí¸ý  á¥ñòü  (DE, 16b, 2-3) 

  waste, N the, N oil, GEN  was 
In (13a’) an occurrence of the article corresponds to the second mention of a 

referent, åä¸íà âüäîâ¸öà (a poor widow) ((13a)), the two expressions  occurring only a 
couple of lines across. Likewise, the examples in (13b-b’) attest an anaphoric function 
of the pronoun ñ¸, again with the two expressions occurring minimally close to each 
other. This is the case of the example in (13c), too, the only difference being that the 
expression is anaphoric within the discourse context (e.g., without explicit first 
mention of the referent). What all three examples suggest is that the pronoun at hand 
can occur immediately following nouns, as in (13a’), adjectives, as in (13b’), and 
nominalizations, as in (13c). This is a clear indication that the form under discussion 
is a structural marker of the phrase as a whole, rather than e.g. only the head or any 
                                                      
4 Renzi (1997: 1-11) analyzes the categories DEMONSTRATIVE, PRONOUN, and ARTICLE as a bundle of 
syntactic and semantic features and Giusti (2001: 158) critically discusses Renzi’s proposal arguing 
that the article is underspecified for the features definite and anaphoric, while missing the feature 
deictic. 
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other constituent for that matter. Thus, what we consider as more or less unambiguous 
instances of the article are cases when the pronoun occurs in a specific position inside 
the nominal expression immediately following the phrase initial constituent, 
irrespectively of whether it is an adjective or a noun.  

In the typological tradition low selection for the host of cliticization/attachment is 
usually interpreted as a sign of grammaticization, and this is what we are actually 
after in this specific case. Our analysis is very much in line with the analysis offered 
in Gălăbov (1950), whereby the evolvement of the article both accompanies and also, 
quite likely, brings about a radical re-organization of the architecture of the nominal 
expression. We also agree with Giusti (2001) that, while the article is underspecified 
for semantic features, it is exclusively defined in terms of its structural/syntactic 
function inside the nominal expression.5 Occurrences only in the context of a noun are 
ambiguous as such uses can be instances of the demonstrative in post-nominal 
position, as shown in (4) above, a position well-attested for demonstratives in their 
deictic function. 

In terms of linear order the position occupied by the article is a classical instance 
of the Wackernagel/2nd position. There is further evidence supporting the evolvement 
of such a site specifically designated for clitics occurring inside the nominal 
expression. Consider the examples in (14) below. 
(14) a. Âúñý  ì¸ ëýòú    (EA, 2a, 15) 
  all, PL, N my,cl year, PL, GEN 
 b. íå äýëî ë¸ ìîå âû åñòå  (EA, 3b, 16-17) 
  not work, N Qcl. my you  are 
 c. íå  �̧ñ õ�à ë¸ ã�ý íàøåãî    â¸äýõú  (EA, 3b, 15-16) 
  not Jesus Christ, GEN  Qcl.  God, GEN  our, GEN  saw, 1 SG 
The phrase in (14a) is about the only instance in our sample of a Dative clitic, ì¸  
used in a possessive function, while (14b-c) witness the possibility of the question 
clitic, ë¸, occurring in the noun phrase as well. This is in contrast to the options for ë¸ 
attachment available in Modern Bulgarian, whereby ë¸  can only occur outside the 
border of a phrase, a noun phrase or a verb phrase, but not inside.6 
 
4. NT Greek and its influence. 
We now consider instances that can be attributed to NT Greek influence (cf. Blass & 
Debrunner 1961, Horrocks 1998 and Manolessou 2000 for features of NT (PC) Greek 
noun phrase syntax, and Assenova 1989 on the features of the Balkan Sprachbund and 
possible influences in general). One such case is the post-nominal position of APs in 
indefinites. 
(15) a. êàìåíü  æðüíîâüí¥¸    (DE, 1b, 20- 2a, 1) 
  stone,    mill, DA,exp. 

                                                      
5 Within a generative framework Guisti (2001: 159) analyzes the diachronic evolution of the article 
from a/the demonstrative as a reanalysis in terms of structural position inside the nominal expression of 
the type SpecDP > D°. 
6 This fact is taken as evidence that  the site of ë¸-attachment is constant across all instances, the 
difference being what maximal projection has moved to the Specifier of the projection headed by ë¸. 
This analysis can be assumed for the examples in (14b-c) as well, a minimal difference with Modern 
Bulgarian being the possibility of moving fragments of a phrase to the specifier of ë¸ rather than full 
phrases. 
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 a’.  λι!$ος  µυλικο"ς    (NT, Mk, 
IX, 42) 
  stone, N mill, DA, N 
 b. êüí¸ã¥  ðàñï¹ñòüí¥    (DE, 3a, 1-2) 
  certificate PL, ACC discharging PL, ACC 
 b’. βιβλι!ον α#ποστασι!ου    (NT, Mk, 
X, 4) 
  book, SG, ACC discharging, GEN 

As already mentioned in 2. above, the most typical position for modifiers in indefinite 
expressions in the current text-sample is the pre-nominal one. In contrast, the 
examples in (15a-b) above witness post-nominal occurrences of APs. A comparison 
with the potential NT Greek source text shows that this is the same position in which 
the modifiers occur in the Greek original ((15a’-b’)). Moreover, the post-N position is 
defined in Blass & Debrunner (1961) as the most common in indefinite expressions in 
NT Greek. 

Furthermore, the data discussed in 1. above indicate that the most common 
position for denominal adjectives (DA) in the sample considered here is the post-
nominal one. This observation is very much in line with the general post-nominal 
pattern for modifiers which agree in features with the head noun in definite 
expressions. Our sample contains occasional pre-nominal DAs, as in (16a-b), which 
can be attributed to NT Greek influence again.  
(16) a. êðàí¸åâî ìýñòî     (DE, 23b, 3) 
  skull, DA, N place, N 

 a’. κρανι!ον το!πος     (NT, Mk, 
XV, 22) 
  skull, GEN place, N 

 DAs offer an interesting case of comparison with NT Greek, since they represent 
instances of parallel linear ordering, however, with a contrast in morphology and 
overt syntactic realization. Thus, there is a clear tendency for denominal adjectives to 
replace a genitival noun phrase in the Greek original. Consider the examples in (17) 
below. 
(17) a. âü   ö�ðüñòâî   á�æ¸å    (DE, 2a, 20-b,1) 
  in    kingdom, ACC God DA, ACC 

a’. ει#ς  τη"ν        βασιλει!αν      του%         Θεου%  (NT, 
Mk,IX, 47) 
  into the, ACC kingdom, ACC  the, GEN  God, GEN 

 b. îòü  ïëîäà  ëî´üíààãî   (DE, 18a, 10-11) 
  from  fruit, GEN vine, DA, GEN   ! 

 b’. ε#κ του%   γεννη!µατος    τη%ς        α#µπε!λου  (NT,Mk, 
XIV, 25)  
  from the fruit, GEN the, GEN vine, GEN  
In (17a) á�æ¸å (God, adj.) corresponds to the phrase του%  Θεου% (of-the God) in the 
Greek source example in (17a’). Likewise, in (17b) ëî´üíààãî (vine, adj.) corresponds 
to τη%ς  α#µπε!λου (of-the vine) in (17b’) in Greek. We consider denominal 
adjectives (DA) occurring both in pre-nominal and post-nominal position as a specific 
OB strategy for rendering adnominal genitives from the Greek original. This tendency 
clearly counterevidences claims that the use of adnominal genitives in OB texts was 
enhanced by their frequent occurrence in the Greek originals (cf. e.g. Duridanov et al. 
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1993:428), further supporting the view that translators of the period overwhelmingly 
resorted to native OB patterns in rendering specific Greek constructions. 

This tendency is further supported by the data discussed in 3. above concerning the 
evolution of the article. More often than not, the OB phrase containing the article 
corresponds to a specific Greek construction, often labeled in the literature the DS 
(determiner-spread) construction. In such cases, the Greek phrase contains a head 
noun preceded by the article and followed by a modifier with a resumed instance of 
the article. There is no doubt that the respective OB phrase, such as the one in (18a) 
and the Greek one in (18b) are based on two different and, in each case, language-
specific patterns. Likewise, the occurrence of the article in the example in (13b’) 
corresponds to a phrase with a phrase-initial demonstrative followed by an article and 
a modifier in phrase-internal position in the respective Greek phrase in (13b’’) (cf. 
Manolessou 2000 for an outline of the NT Greek modification patterns). Clearly, no 
NT Greek influence can be attested in these cases either. 
(18) a. âüäîâ¸öà ñ¸ ¹áîãàý    (2nd mention) (DE, 12b, 11-12) 

 widow, N the, N poor,exp., N 
 b. η☺    χη!ρα αυ☺!τη η☺    πτωχη"   (NT, Mk, 
XII, 43) 
  the widow, N this, N the poor, N 

Further instances of deviation from the Greek text are found in (19) below, 
whereby the position of the modifier in the OB text differs from the one in the NT 
Greek original, even though the respective Greek position is a viable choice for OB as 
well. 
(19) a. âü äüí¸ ò¥  ïî   ñêðüá¸ òî¶  (DE, 15a, 7) 

in days those after sorrow that 
a’. ε#ν ε#κι!ναις  ται%ς  η☺µε!ραις, µετα"  τη"ν θλι!ψιν  

ε#κει!νην (NT, Mk, XIII,24) 
in those        the days,       after   the sorrow  that 

b. ñêî´ý ¸ãë¸íý       ¹ø¸   (DE, 4b, 9-10) 
  through needle, DA, PL, ACC   ear, PL, ACC 
 b’. δια"       τρυµαλια%ς             ρ☺αϕι!δος   (NT, Mk, X, 
25) 
  through hole, GEN      needle, GEN  
 
5. Permutations. Complex ordering cases.  
In the current text-sample there are data which contradict some standard typological 
assumptions, such as e.g. Greenberg’s (1966: 87) Universal 20 as well as popular 
current accounts, like e.g. the partial N-movement account (cf. Cinque 1994).   

Usually the linear pattern is N > PA > AP, as in (20a) below, and N > AP > Gen/D 
NP, as in (20b) below. We may then further stipulate that an extended version would 
be N > PA > AP > Gen/D NP, even though such phrases do not actually occur in the 
text sample.  
(20) a. ¸ìåí·   òâîåì¹ âåë¸êîì¹  (EA, 32b, 1-2) 
  name,DAT your, DAT great, DAT 

b. æðúòâ© õâàëý  âûí© á�â¸  (EA, 34a, 15) 
offering, ACC praise,D  always God, D 
“Offering to the eternal praise of God” 

However, one also finds mirror orderings when the modifiers occur in the pre-
nominal position (e.g. AP > PA > N), as in the example in (21a) below, as well as 
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permutations in the ordering in the post-nominal position, as witnessed by the data in 
(21b-b’) below.  
(21) a. ìüð�òâàÿ âàø  òýëåñà   (SM, 7d, 19-20) 
  dead, PL, ACC your, PL, ACC body, PL, ACC 

b. âú  ãîðý  ñ�òý¸       åãî   (EA, 32b, 9-10) 
  in  mountain, LOC holy, LOC     he, GEN 
  

b’ îòú ãîð¼   ñ�òûª  ñâîå«  (PS, 2v, 4) 
  from mountain, GEN holy, GEN  anaphor PA, GEN 

c. ã�â¸ ïýñ…  íîâ©    (EA, 33b, 6) 
  God, D song, ACC new, ACC 
  “God’s new song” 

d. ñúêàçàí¸å  ñí�îâí  åñòüñòâà  (SM, 6c, 25-26) 
  account, ACC son, DA, GEN nature, GEN 
  “account of the nature of the son” 
One also finds instances whereby the adnominal possessor phrase, a dative or a 
genitive NP, precedes the head noun, as demonstrated in (21c-d) above by ã�â¸ 
(God’s) and ñí�îâí (son’s), respectively. All of these data are inconsistent with a 
partial N-movement account on which the ordering of modifiers is not expected to be 
affected by the movement of the head noun across them. 

A similar pattern seems to obtain with the universal quantifier âüñü (all), which 
usually occurs pre-nominally, as in (22a) below (e.g. universal Q(uantifier) > N > 
PA/AP).  
(22) a. âüñå æ¸ò¸å    ñâîå    (DE, 12b, 18) 
  all, ACC fortune, ACC   anaphoric PA, ACC 

However, phrases in which the universal quantifier is phrase-final, thus following all 
modifiers of the head, as in (22b-c), are also common. 

b. ìíîãî÷üñòüí¥¸õú     áæ�ñòâüí¥õú   êúí¸ãú âñýõú (SM, 2v, 18-20) 
 all-honoured PL ,GEN  God DA, PL ,GEN  book PL GEN  all PL ,GEN 

c. ñòðàñòüíîå  çàçîðüñòâî  âñå   (SM, 5c, 7-8) 
  passionate, N accusation, N  all, N  
A partial N-movement account cannot explain these data either.7 

 Greenberg’s (1966: 87) Universal 20 states that “When any or all of the items 
(demonstrative, numeral and descriptive adjective) precede the noun, they are always 
found in that order. If they follow, the order is either the same or its exact opposite.” 
Thus, the options expected cross-linguistically are permutations in the post-nominal 
order of modifiers, but not in the pre-nominal position. The OB sample data clearly 
contradict this generalization. Consider the examples in (23)-(24) below.   
(23) a. ñ�ò¥ÿ     ¸ ì¸ðüñê¥ÿ øåñòü ñúáîðú  (SM, 23a, 14-15) 
  holy, ACC and  world, DA, ACC  six, ACC council, PL, GEN 
 b. ñ�ò¥¸õú    òð¸    ñúòú    ¸    îñì¸    íà    äåñòå  î�öü (SM,23a,16-18) 
  holy, PL, GEN three, GEN hundred, PL, GEN and eight, GEN on ten, LOC father,  
                PL, GEN 

c. ñ�ò¥¸õú âú êωíñòàíò¸í¸ ãðàäý ñúòà ¸ øåñò¸ äåñòú ¸ ïò¸ î�öü          

                                                      
7 Note, however, that this is consistent with the analysis in Giusti & Dimitrova-Vulchanova 1996 with 
DP raising to SpecQP. The glitch is that at this stage it is not clear whether QP is a functional 
projection yet. 
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(SM, 23a, 26-29) 
holy PL, GEN in Constantin, LOC city, LOC hundred, GEN and sixty, GEN five,  
       GEN father, PL, GEN 

The data in (23) above evidence a pattern of the type AP  > (PP)>  Num  > N. (23c) is 
particularly striking, since it attests the possibility of a heavy prepositional phrase 
modifier to occur in phrase internal position. In contrast, in (24) below the exact 
reverse order is attested, i.e.  Num  >  AP  >N. 
(24) a. øåñò¸  ñúòú    ¸ òð¸ äåñòú  ñ�ò¥¸õú î�öü (SM, 23a, 25-26) 
  six, GEN hundred, PL, GEN and thirty,  GEN holy, PL,GEN father, PL, GEN 

The OB sample data are not only problematic in regard of the “illicit” pre-nominal 
permutations of the type demonstrated in (23)-(24) above. A striking fact is that a 
language should allow for both “regular” (e.g., following the default hierarchy of 
modifiers proposed in Sproat & Shih 1991) and mirror orderings in both the pre-
nominal and post-nominal position, that is all four logically possible options. One 
potential solution is to attribute the permutations at hand to Greek influence. 
However, the discussion and the data in 4. above strongly undermine this hypothesis. 
Other potential solutions are Cinque’s (2000) multiple XP roll-up account on which 
fragments of the noun phrase together with its modifiers are assumed to successively 
raise to the specifiers of functional projections, thus reversing the default post-
nominal order. Alternatively one may adopt the radical merge analysis originally 
proposed in Bouchard (1998) and implemented and further developed for 
modification patterns in the modern Balkan languages in Dimitrova-Vulchanova 
(2002). On the latter approach the unification of the head noun with modifiers is 
driven by selectional properties/ factors and the setting of a linearization parameter 
which is language-specific.8 These issues await further research. 
 
6.Conclusions.  
In this paper we have reported preliminary data concerning the ordering of modifiers 
inside the nominal phrase in a selection of OB texts. Our observations so far indicate 
robust native tendencies, such as e.g. the use of denominal adjectives in place of 
adnominal genitives in the Greek original, the evolvement of a definite article, quite 
different in nature and function (e.g., obligatoriness), and syntactic position, from its 
Greek counterpart. The reported data also present quite a challenge to popular recent 
syntactic accounts of the cross-linguistic ordering options in terms of the permutations 
allowed. To the extent that the OB noun phrase, as indicated by the sample data, has a 
hierarchical structure, such permutations, to our mind, cannot be attributed to NT 
Greek influence or to a “free/flexible word order”, an assumption to be proven by 
future research. 
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